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Abstract| We propose an on-line knowl-

edge embedding method for interactive evo-

lutionary computation (EC) to reduce human

fatigue. On-line knowledge embedding is a

method that a user explicitly uses searching

hints that the user obtained during an inter-

active EC operation for the next search. To

evaluate this method, we developed two inter-

active EC-based montage systems. The �rst

system embedded the user's intention in an

EC search and the second did not. The re-

sult of subjective tests and other evaluation

measurements have shown that the proposed

method realized a faster convergence than or-

dinary interactive EC searches.

1 Introduction

Interactive EC is a technology that optimizes a sys-

tem based on subjective human evaluation. It is suit-
able to optimize systems whose evaluation criteria
are preferential or subjective, such as artistic design

support for music, sound, and graphic creation. This
technology has been applied to several �elds: artis-

tic design support, such as CG, music, and industrial
design; engineering, such as speech processing, hear-
ing aid �tting, database retrieval, virtual reality, and

data mining; education; and entertainment [10, 11].
Although the interactive EC has been widely used,

the biggest remaining problem is human fatigue. We
cannot completely avoid this problem because the in-

teractive EC requires a human operator to interact
with a tireless computer to cooperatively optimize
a target system. This is why human operators of

the interactive EC typically end an EC optimization
search at most within 10 to 20 generations. For in-

teractive EC to be a practical technology, we must
solve the fatigue problem.
One approach to solving the problem is to im-

prove the interactive EC interface to achieve accept-
able system outputs within a permissible allowance
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for human fatigue. Several approaches to improve
the interface have been proposed. These approaches

improve the input interface to allow discrete evalu-
ation values [9, 6], screen poor EC individuals using

a prediction system made by learning human evalu-
ation characteristics [1, 5], the display interface by

displaying system outputs in a predicted order of
human evaluation [7, 8], and so on.
In this paper, we propose and evaluate an on-line

knowledge embedding method that accepts human
hints or knowledge of an optimization search during

an interactive EC operation. The method is based
on reducing a searching space to accelerate the EC
searching convergence, which is expected to lead to

less human fatigue.

2 On-line knowledge embedding

In a conventional interactive EC, operators input

their evaluation into a given system output but can-
not input their intention to optimize the search. Our

role, then, in the conventional interactive EC is pas-
sive.

If the searching space is reduced, we can gener-
ally expect to accelerate the searching convergence.
When we have a priori knowledge of an interactive

EC task, we are able to constrain the searching space
before the start of the interactive EC search. It is

useful for the search that extemporaneous searching
ideas are reected as we operate the interactive EC.
For example, when our view or judgment is that a

certain part of an individual will be very good for a
search, we may reduce the searching space by �xing

the parameter that expresses the certain part. An-
other concrete example of \on-line knowledge em-

bedding" used in section 4 is to select and �x a face
part image during IEC searching as soon as an op-
erator �nds the part image is quite close to what

he/she looks for. Our proposed on-line knowledge
embedding method provides a mechanism to reect

our searching hints or intentions during the inter-
active EC operation for the following EC searching
generations.
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Figure 1: A face generated by combining six part-
images.

This approach is good when we have a searching
idea to constrain the searching space when we see or
hear a phenotype of an image or sound created by

the interactive EC. This means that it is only good
when there is an intelligible relationship between the

parameters of the searching space and their pheno-
type. Since the phenotype and parameters of a mon-
tage system explained in the following section have

a one-to-one correspondence, the task is suitable for
our proposed method. For example, in the case of

an interactive EC optimizing the �lter coe�cients
according to our evaluation of the images or sounds

processed by a �lter, it is di�cult for the proposed
method to be applied because the complexity of the
mapping relationship between the �lter parameters

and �ltered signal is di�cult for a human to perceive.

We developed a montage system that has the func-
tion to embed searching hints obtained during the

interactive EC operation [3]. We evaluate our pro-
posed method using this montage system.

3 Montage systems

Our montage systems generate images of a face by
combining six di�erent part-images: a facial base,

eyebrows, eyes, a nose, a mouth, and hair (see Figure
1.) Basically, it is similar to the well-known Cald-

well & Johnston's system [2]. Montage face image
retrieval is a combinatorial optimization problem of

part-images. Since our systems combine six part-
images of 30 student faces, the possible number of
synthesized faces is 306 = 729 millions. Our task is

to �nd a face that is similar to the given target face
by combining the six parameters using the interac-

tive EC.

GA, one form of EC, is used for this combinatorial
optimization of images. A human operator of the in-

teractive GA gives his or her subjective evaluation
in �ve levels for each of the 20 faces that a GA syn-
thesizes by combining part-images. The evaluation

Figure 2: The user interface of a montage system.
Evaluation buttons in �ve levels are to the right side

of each face. The six buttons under each face are
used to �x a part-image of a face for the following
search generations. The Japanese words attached to

the six buttons mean: a facial base, eyebrows, eyes,
a nose, a mouth, and hair.

criterion is how the synthesized face compares to the

face in the operator's memory. GA combines six new
part-images according to the evaluation �tness val-

ues. These 20 generated faces are then displayed (see
Figure 2.)

In section 4, we use two montage systems: our

proposed on-line knowledge embedding method and
a conventional one without the on-line function. The

montage system with the proposed method has six
buttons on each face window to embed a searching

hint into the EC search as shown in Figure 3. For
example, if a human operator thinks that the im-
pression of eyes was similar to those in memory, the

operator clicks the eye button. Then, the eyes of
all the faces in the following search generations be-

come the chosen eyes. The same eyes are continu-
ously used until the release button at the bottom of
the interface window in Figure 2 is clicked. From

the GA point of view, it reduces the number of di-
mensions of searching space from six to �ve. This

constraint contributes to accelerating the searching
convergence, which is expected to reduce the human

fatigue.

4 Evaluation experiments

We evaluate the proposed on-line knowledge embed-
ding method through subjective tests and other mea-
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Figure 3: Buttons to �x a part-image for EC search.

surements [3, 4]. Generally, embedding hints during
the interactive EC search is expected to lead to a

faster conversion. At the same time, it might in-
crease the operating time and human fatigue because

of the increased number of button clicking and of the
increased concentration to certain parts of a face, re-
spectively. In this section, we evaluate the time and

convergence performance of the proposed method.

4.1 Experimental conditions

The montage systems compared in this section are
the proposed and conventional systems mentioned

in section 3. Human subjects are required to gen-
erate a face that is similar to a given target face

image using the two montage systems. The evalua-
tion criterion of both systems is how the impression
of a generated face compares to the target face. The

operation time is also measured. The numbers of
subjects, EC generations to operate, and repeated

operations per system per subject in the subjective
test are 14, 15, and 1, respectively.

4.2 Experimental evaluations

(A) subjective test # 1

After operating the two montage systems, 14 sub-

jects were required to compare the best generated
faces of each system and choose the better one. Ta-
ble 1 shows the number of subjects who chose either

better montage system. By applying the sign test,
we found the di�erence between 12 and 2 to be sta-

tistically signi�cant.

(B) subjective test # 2

After operating the two systems, we asked subjects

which montage system was easier to operate. Table
2 shows the number of subjects with their preferred

montage system. By applying the sign test, we found
the di�erence between 10 and 4 to be statistically
insigni�cant.

Table 1: Subjective test result for the searching per-

formance of our proposed on-line knowledge embed-
ding method. The numbers of subjects who selected
the face generated by each montage system as closer

to the target face are listed.
proposed conventional
system system

# of subjects 12 2

sign test signi�cant (p < 0:05)

Table 2: Subjective test result for the operability of
our proposed on-line knowledge embedding method.

The numbers of subjects who selected either mon-
tage system as easier to operate are listed.

proposed conventional

system system

# of subjects 10 4

sign test not signi�cant (p > 0:05)

(C) Comparison of the number of correct

part-images

Part-images of generated faces in the 5th, 10th,
and 15th generations were compared with those of

the target face, and the numbers that both mon-
tage systems determine as the exact part-images are

counted. Although similar part-images as well as ex-
act part-images should have higher evaluations and
evaluation weight depends on the parts of a face, it

is di�cult to measure the similarity and the weights.
Instead, we use the number of selected correct part-

images as the performance index of how a similar
face image is generated.

Since both systems generate 20 faces in each gen-
eration, the total number of part-images are 120 =

6 part-images � 20 faces. The average numbers of
14 subjects are shown in Table 3.

Each average value in the table comes from a
set consisting of 14 numbers. We tested whether

there was a signi�cant di�erence between the aver-
ages of two sets and also show the results in Table

3. The statistical test has shown that the proposed
method performs better in determining the correct
part-images in three test generations.

(D) Comparison of operation time

For the evaluation of operation time, we test whether

there was a signi�cant di�erence between the aver-
ages of two sets of the operation time taken for 15
generations. Table 4 shows the average operating

time and its statistical test result.

The test result showed that operating the pro-
posed method takes a signi�cantly longer time per
generation.



Table 3: The average number of part-images in a

generation that are exactly same to those of the tar-
get face image. As 20 faces are displayed in each gen-
eration and each face has 6 part-images, the number

in table is of 120.

counted # of correct part-images

5th 10th 15th
generation

proposed 12.5 14.1 17.7
system

conventional 4.71 5.64 6.35
system

test for signi�cant signi�cant signi�cant
the averages (p < 0:05) (p < 0:05) (p < 0:01)

Table 4: The average operation time up to 15th gen-
eration.

proposed conventional
system system

minutes 22.9 16.8

sign test signi�cant (p < 0:01)

4.3 Discussion

From Table 4, we can say that the operation time of
two systems becomes equivalent when the proposed

system converges in 70% of the generations that the
conventional system converges. Since Table 3 shows

that the matched degree of the proposed system is
three times of that of the conventional system, we
might be able to say that the convergence time of

the proposed system is faster than that of the con-
ventional system.

From this discussion and the result in Table 1,
we can say that the searching performance of the

proposed method is quicker and more accurate.

Regarding operability, the statistical test did not
show that the di�erence between 10 and 4 was sig-

ni�cant. However, these numbers lead us to expect
that the di�erence might become signi�cant if we

increase the number of subjects.

5 Conclusion

We proposed the method to embed the hints of in-

teractive EC search during operation and evaluated
its performance using montage systems. Through

subjective tests, comparison of the number of cor-
rect part-images and comparison of operation time,
we conclude that the proposed method is faster and

more accurate and may have the potential to de-
crease human fatigue.

We also obtained some hints on improving the in-
terface of the interactive EC from the reports of sub-
jects, which will be taken into account in our future

interface research.
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